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sE Electronics sE4100 & T1

Meet the sE4100 and T1, the latest additions to sE Electronic's renowned range of

large-diaphragm true-condenser microphones. These cardioid-only versions of the

multi-pattern sE4400 and T2 microphones come with the same sleek design and

warm, smooth sound, making them an ideal choice for a wide variety of

applications, such as drum overheads and guitar amps.

Featuring the very same hand-crafted twin 1“ gold and titanium-sputtered brass

capsules as the sE4400 and T2 – the sE4100 and T1 are true workhorses that

deliver incredible results on a wide range of sources, from vocals to grand pianos,

acoustic and brass instruments, to electric guitar cabs and percussion. Also

available as factory-matched pairs, the sE4100 and T1 are rigorously tested, tuned

in-house, and sonically matched – enabling a more comprehensive range of

applications, such as drum overheads or spot miking to create an immersive stereo

image.
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Hand-crafted with the highest attention to detail, built with dent-proof die-cast all-

metal housing, metal switches, a rugged spring steel wire mesh grille, and premium

finish. The sE4100 and T1 are roadworthy companions that are ready to handle the

day-to-day life of touring professionals and years of demanding studio use. With

integrated attenuation pads and low-cut filters, the sE4100 and T1 compensate for

loud sources, easily taming excessive low-frequency rumble or proximity effect,

providing the necessary extended dynamic range and roll-offs needed to dial in
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your sound at its source.

Price and Contents:

The sE4100 has a price of $419 USD / €444 EUR and comes complete with

one sE4100 microphone, a shockmount + thread adapter, and a road ready

metal case.

The sE4100(P) has a price of $799 USD / €847 EUR and comes complete

with two sE4400 microphones, two shockmounts + thread adapters and a

road ready metal case.

The T1 has a price of $419 USD / €444 EUR and comes complete with one

T1 microphone, a shockmount + thread adapter, and a road ready metal

case.

The T1(P) has a price of $799 USD / €847 EUR and comes complete with two

T1 microphones, two shockmounts + thread adapters and a road ready

metal case.

www.seelectronics.com
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